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5Spring 2016 Third Prize Essay
MasCuliniTy over MoraliTy
By Molly Jaconski
Instructor: Dr. Danielle St. Hilaire
Predictably, and understandably, when famous books become movie adaptations they must first undergo 
drastic reductive cuts to fit hundreds of pages of content into two hours of video. Unfortunately during this 
process, it is not uncommon for the overarching message of the book to be diluted, whether due to time con-
straints, media censorship, or differences in artistic vision between author and director. In the adaptation of The 
Big Sleep, Marlowe’s most potent conflicts with morality are masked by a thick layer of romance and hardboiled 
hypermasculinity, warping his self-doubting personality into that of a confident, in-control hero. The deeper 
meaning behind his struggle with moraility is excised, replaced instead with scenes that will perpetuate his role as 
a male power fantasy. As a result, the audience’s perception of Marlowe’s character is drastically skewed from that 
of a relatable human being into no more than heroic archetype.
Some of the more conspicuous changes made in the film involve the addition of extraneous women into 
various scenes, none of whom seem to have any real significance of presence. For Marlowe’s purposes, they are 
disposable single-scene extras who are employed as plot devices, information dispensers, or vehicles for affirming 
his evidently irresistible sex appeal. Most women seem to be positioned strategically to interact with Marlowe in 
ways that will bolster his reputation of masculinity to the audience, framing him as an attractive object of femi-
nine desire. The women are simply ornamental tools are treated accordingly; movie Marlowe shares a drink with 
a librarian to get information on Geiger—pointedly calling her ‘pal’ afterwards, to her visible disappointment—, 
chats with a coquettish cab driver who eagerly gives him her number, and has a flippant discussion with a waitress 
at a café consisting of “Hey sugar, you got a match?” and the instant reply “Sure thing”. The nameless women are 
not recurring and are never given further mention or acknowledgment in the film. In each of these instances, 
Marlowe interacts with the female characters only until they have exhausted their use, before immediately and 
purposefully moving on to continue his heroic mission. They serve no purpose except to affirm Marlowe’s charm 
and resourcefulness, falling at his feet to help sell his male power fantasy persona.
Even lead female characters who do in fact have concrete roles in the novel are not immune to changes that 
further reinforce Marlowe’s masculinity. He is presented as a classic movie hero who has every woman desper-
ate for his attentions, and ends up running away with Vivian by the end of the film. She has a disproportionately 
large role as a romance interest in the movie—how could Marlowe fit the role of a leading man without a leading 
lady at his side? By falling into yet another trope of cinema, Marlowe’s chivalric tendencies are all but ignored. 
It is worthy to note that one of the only points in the movie during which Marlowe shows any sign of weakness 
occurs when he is with Vivian. “I’m scared, Angel”, he admits, raking in sympathy points from the audience. The 
only time it is suitable for a hero to express uncertainty, posits the movie, is when confiding in a woman who is in 
love with him. This is an interesting directive choice because it stands in stark contrast to the countless instances 
in the book when the reader is privy to Marlowe’s wavering confidence and internal moral tribulations, and it 
also contrasts movie Marlowe’s projection of absolute control seen in nearly every other interaction he has with 
Vivian. Aside from this singular moment of vulnerability, he is always one step ahead of the Sternwood daughter, 
reassuring the audience that he is wholly in control of himself and the women around him. He proves that she 
is incapable of taking advantage of him by calling her out for trying to “sugar [him] off the case”, and also when 
accusing her of staging an act with Eddie to fool him. “Open up that bag and I’ll take back what I’ve said, I’ll eat 
6every word of it,” he asserts confidently, knowing that he has caught her in a lie. He is self-assured and 
unwavering, and his hardboiled masculinity is juxtaposed against her feminine wiles. His line “No, let me 
do the talking” at the end of the film is a fairly accurate manifestation of their relationship. Although 
they are romantically involved in the film, it is made explicitly clear who is in control of the couple; this 
imbalance exists as further evidence that women are being employed only to highlight move Marlowe’s 
dominance.
Marlowe’s exertion of complete control over characters and situations persists throughout the movie, 
and is seen in slight alterations made to parallel events of the book. Many happy accidents and acts of 
pure luck may occur in the novel, but in order to uphold the air of unwavering confidence, every action 
taken by movie Marlowe is premeditated and deliberate. There is a scene after Marlowe leaves Eddie 
Mars’s Casino where he pointedly retrieves his gun from his car, returning to hide in wait to bravely inter-
vene and stop Vivienne’s staged hijacking. Here, his heroic cunning and forethought are emphasized, and 
he immediately seizes control of the situation by taking the “thief ’s” pistol. Guns, for movie Marlowe, can 
be seen as a metaphors for control and power. In this and other scenes, he frequently snatches them away 
from other characters—as when he takes Brody’s, Agnes’s, and Carmen’s near simultaneously—in order to 
reclaim control over a situation. In this scene of the novel, by direct contrast, Marlowe is on a meander-
ing walk when he stumbles upon the masked man by pure accident, using his pipe to fool the man into 
thinking he has a gun (141-143). Later in the movie, this concept is again mirrored when Marlowe lets 
out the air of his tires deliberately as an excuse to get to Canino; contrastingly, book Marlowe runs over 
a galvanaized tack on the road and wholly admist that “Fate stage-managed the whole thing” (182). This 
evidence of fallibility—of humanity—is what allows the reader to relate to book Marlowe, giving them 
the chance to understand and empathize with his struggle to overcome his failings and achieve his goal. 
Movie Marlowe, however, does not make mistakes; he is more hero than human. The overall message is 
warped from a story about the corruption of morality into a thrilling action film, teaching that as long as 
a man is tough, witty, and charming, he can play by his own rules with no moral consequences.
Morality is yet again ignored in the final scene of the movie, which features a climactic showdown be-
tween Eddie Mars—framed as the central antagonist—and our hero. Though it is ultimately not a bullet 
fired from Marlowe’s gun that kills him, the detective still effectively murders Mars at the end of the film 
by outsmarting him handily. Movie Marlowe betrays no hesitance in this final scene, ruthlessly forcing 
Mars to walk out to greet his death without a hint of observable moral apprehension on his own part. The 
fact that Marlowe doesn’t shoot Mars himself by no means alleviates his guilt; it simply offers another 
opportunity to feature his strategic thinking skills as he tricks the villain and the police, escaping un-
scathed. Once again he proves his ability to act concisely and deliberately; the film implies here that only 
the cunning and heroism of actions matter, not the questionable morality inherent in committing them. 
As further support, in both versions of the story Marlowe has already killed once. In the book, however, 
he admits to the regret he feels about the messy business, expressing his guilt that he couldn’t kill Canino 
“like a gentleman of the old school”, an dhad no choice but to trick the man before shooting him quickly 
(202). The movie makes no attempts to address the complexity of Marlowe’s conscience, oversimplifying 
his main goal of solving the case without acknowledging his constant fight to remain noble while doing 
so. By deliberately choosing not to mention any potential moral questioning on Marlowe’s part as a result 
of taking these extreme deadly measures, the movie ignores a perfect opportunity to reflect upon Mar-
lowe’s moral corruption as he becomes “part of the nastiness” as is so thoroughly extrapolated upon in 
the novel (230). Rather, the finale of the film is climactic and satisfying, as the hero detective defeats the 
villain and gets the girl. Angst over the corruption of knighthood has no place in The Big Sleep film, and 
the message is reduced to a one-dimensional story of a manly, brave hero.
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One of the novel’s most critical themes is developed through the elucidation of Marlowe’s inner 
turmoil over knighthood and integrity, but the movie’s depiction of this character is thoroughly over-
whelmed by romantic clichés and archetypes of masculinity. In addition to the lack of consequences for 
misogyny or murder, the hollow characterization of both the main protagonist and the female characters 
of the film prevent it from appealing to the humanity of its watchers. The movie’s message has no weight 
and is nowhere near as powerfully stirring as Marlowe’s struggle in the book; by comparison, movie Mar-
lowe is nothing more than a one-dimensional action hero solving a case and beating up bad guys.
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